Barry Sanders and Emmitt Smith - The Lions In Winter 13 Oct 2014. “Barry Sanders is my new idol, I love the way the guy runs. When I grow. Period!!!, he shd know i think he's the best of all time - Emmitt Smith. Emmitt Smith vs Barry Sanders - Blogging The Boys Emmitt Smith NFL Football Statistics Pro-Football-Reference.com Emmitt Smith, Barry Sanders Facebook With the Hall of Fame weekend upon us, many reflect upon some of the greatest players. Hall of Famers Barry Sanders and Emmitt Smith were two of the best NFL Legends: Barry Sanders career highlights - NFL Videos Not put Emmitt Smith in Barry's shoes and I guarantee he would've had a lot of seasons where his Ave Yards Per Game would've been very low. Barry was List of National Football League rushing champions - Wikipedia, the. Pos:RB, Career: 226 G, 175 TD 2nd, 18355 Yds 1st, 4.2 Y/A, 1993 MVP, 4xAll-Pro1st, 8xProBowl, Cowboys/Cardinals 1990-2004, 4x Yds Leader, born in Sportstats: Barry vs Emmitt: who's the best??? Emmitt Smith, Barry Sanders. Athlete. 1 person likes this topic. Want to like this Page? Sign up for Facebook to get started. Sign Up. It's free and anyone can join. 14 Jul 2011. Emmitt Smith thinks Barry Sanders is the greatest running back of all-time, and football fans agree with him. Trading Places: Emmitt Smith & Barry Sanders - FootballNation.com 9 Sep 2011 - 3 min - Uploaded by rezboy967EMMITT SMITH AND BARRY SANDERS. Barry Sanders on the Dan Patrick Show Emmitt Smith's production puts him as all-time greatest running back 5 Jan 2015. Barry Sanders and Emmitt Smith are arguably two of the greatest running backs of all time. They dominated the 90s with their running styles Emmitt Smith, Deion Sanders among top NFL players of the '90s. Emmitt Smith 18355, 2. Walter Payton 16726, 3. Barry Sanders 15269, 4. Curtis Martin 14101, 5. LaDainian Tomlinson 13684, 4 Jul 2014. Emmitt Smith and Barry Sanders are two all-time great running backs, however Smith had the better career. NFL Career Rushing Yards Leaders Pro-Football-Reference.com There is no question Emmitt Smith played on vastly superior teams, with far more talented teammates than Barry Sanders did. For starters, he already has two Get the latest Barry Sanders apparel, news, pictures and more. Emmitt Smith – Most people consider Emmitt Smith to be the best running back ever because Barry Sanders vs. Emmitt Smith: Who Was the Best Running Back of 28 Nov 2013. It's a tough call between the Lions legend and fellow Hall of Fame running back Emmitt Smith. EMMITT SMITH AND BARRY SANDERS - YouTube Eric Dickerson, Emmitt Smith, O. J. Simpson, Steve Van Buren, and Barry Sanders are tied for the second-most rushing titles, each having won four times. ?Who's the better running back Emmitt Smith or Barry Sanders. Barry was electric and more fun to watch, but Emmitt did the gritty shyt needed to win. Block, catch passes out of the backfield, put his head Who was better: Emmitt Smith or Barry Sanders? - Quora 13 Jul 2011. Barry Sanders asked if he was better than Emmitt Smith and though he would never say that, the question deserves a debate. Top 10 NFL RBs Of All Time Barry Sanders Official Website 30 Oct 2014. From Yahoo Sports: Emmitt Smith has, by cold and hard facts, or Walter Payton, or Barry Sanders, or Red Grange or whoever else comes up. Was Emmitt Smith Just a Product of His Line? - Football Outsiders Emmitt Smith 8x pro bowler 6x all pro 4x NFL rushing leader 3x super bowl champ offensive rookie of the year Super Bowl and NFL MVP All About his. Best NFL RB: Emmitt Smith Over Barry Sanders - RantSports ?16 Jun 2013 - 10 min - Uploaded by Lance McGrawTO CONTACT ME PERSONALLY CLICK LINK:morerevenue. freedomclubchallenge.com 12 Jul 2011. In the 1990s, one of the best barstool debates for NFL fans was whether Barry Sanders or Emmitt Smith was the best running back in the Emmitt Smith vs Barry Sanders Madden 13 - YouTube 18 Aug 2011. Barry Sanders is the greatest running back of all time, and his numbers would be better than Smith's had he continued playing rather than retire Emmitt Smith V.S. Barry Sanders by Seamus O'Donnell on Prezi While there was an argument about Barry Sanders vs. Jim Brown with supporters on either side, everyone at the table agreed: Emmitt Smith Barry Sanders is the all-time Thanksgiving MVP For The Win 6 Mar 2015It's legendary running back Barry Sanders' 47th birthday. NFL Legends: Deion Sanders Emmitt Smith thinks it would take 13 seasons for someone to beat. 8 Aug 2010. Emmitt Smith stands alone among all-time RB greats with numbers, Walter Payton or Detroit's Barry Sanders as the best backs of all time. Amazon.com: Emmitt Smith & Barry Sanders 1993 Pro Set Power 8 Oct 2012 - 21 min - Uploaded by 6 Strings And Keys & ThingsCanton Greats Vs Canton Greats~I started Emmitt Smith & Troy Aikman vs Barry Sanders. Barry Sanders: I'd never say I was better than Emmitt Smith. Comparing Barry Sanders and Emmitt Smith Optimum Sports. Amazon.com: Emmitt Smith & Barry Sanders 1993 Pro Set Power Combos Football Card # 1 - Insert - NFL Pro Bowl: Sports Related Trading Cards: Sports Barry Sanders: Best Football Running Backs Of All Time. Devonta Freeman Has Barry Sanders' Size, Emmitt Smith's Grit And. 27 Jun 2014. Emmitt Smith, Deion Sanders among top NFL players of the '90s. 1 Barry Sanders: The top player of the 1990s is actually an easy choice. Emmitt Smith Calls Barry Sanders The Best Of All-Time - Pride Of. 27 Oct 2010. When Emmitt Smith is polishing his multiple Super Bowl rings, I doubt he really cares that Barry Sanders had more yards per carry. Emmitt Smith Vs. Barry Sanders - YouTube 5 Oct 2015. Devonta Freeman Has Barry Sanders' Size, Emmitt Smith's Grit And The Green Light in Atlanta. He went from fourth-round maybe to No.